To address Feynman’s dream, it is important to extract 3D atomic coordinates in a nano-object [1]. So far, there are two approaches, namely, STEM-tilt series [2] and in-line holography [3] have been demonstrated to achieve the atomic resolution tomography for fulfilling Feynman’s dream to understand physical and chemical properties of nano-object. Most noticeable bottleneck is the large accumulated electron dose required to produce tilt series of atomic resolution images, because electron dose are commonly chosen large (104-105eÅ²s⁻¹) to achieve a needed resolution around 1Å and single atom sensitivity. Any such single image can exhibit uncontrolled electron beam-induced surfaces alterations or even bulk modifications, in particular if particles are small or for the organic materials such as protein or molecules. For biological sample, protein, the 3D structure are usually reconstructed from images recorded at the cryo-mode to slow down the electron radiation damage. But drawbacks of cryo-microscopy is that at the low temperature the shape of the protein will be deformed. And the proteins are required exists high symmetry for cryo-microscopy with single particle reconstruction. In my talk, we present a self-consistent approach to recover the 3D atomic structure of nanocrystalline particles from single projections by exploiting the dynamic nature of electron scattering and pursuing a quantitative interpretation of the electron exit wave reconstructed from focal series of high-resolution images recorded at low dose mode. Beyond investigations of radiation hard periodic matter, the approach offers intrinsic advantages to study beam-sensitive materials such as catalysts and molecules because dose-rate dependences can be exploited to help reducing beam-sample interactions so that atomic resolution and single atom sensitivity may be achieved without altering the pristine structure of radiation sensitive matter. In my talk, we demonstrate the the 3D information of the atomic position in encoded in the exit wave function reconstructed from simulated focus series images. Fig. 1a. shows propagation intensity of a simulated wave function of a double/single layer graphene at gmax=4Å⁻¹. Fig. 1b is a cross-sectional propagation intensity across a row of atomic column. The intensity maximum reveals double/ single layer structure. The noise will affect the precision of the focus and mass determination which has been demonstrated in our earlier publication [3] with experimental exit wave functions.
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